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The Truth About Psychic Powers explores these and other questions concerning the fascinating field of psychic
phenomena, The Truth About Psychic Powers lays bare the facts in a straightforward, objective and provocative light.

The Truth Behind Free Psychic Readings The truth behind free psychic readings is not only fascinating but
mystical as well. When talking about psychic readings, there are mainly two categories of people. The first
category of people really like to know about themselves using these readings and hold a positive opinion about
it. While, there are many who do not believe in any kind of these readings. Psychic readings are normally
associated with getting paranormal consultation from an experienced person for a fee. The process is usually
done at any place or via phone and internet. Some people do these reading for free as well, however it greatly
depends upon amount of energy required to do them. These readings are normally provided to an individual or
in some cases to a group of people as well. The various types of readings include tarot reading, card readings,
aura reading, astrology and psychic readings. The important thing about any reading is to get in contact with
the right person. There are many people, who claim to be psychics however majority of them are not true
professionals. Palm Reading This reading uses hands of the person to extract information and make
predictions. Palm reading is one of the easiest methods in comparison to other psychic observations. It does
not require any kind of item to be used to make such reading. All what is needed is a scan of your hand lines
or you can manually get it checked live with psychic reader. They use these cards in order to make psychic
predictions , which help them to find out information about relationships, love, friends, family and career. One
of the common methods used is to use tarot card, which usually carries 78 cards with many symbols printed on
it. Each of these symbols carries a different meaning and help psychic to make predictions. Aura and
Astrology Readings Some of the other popular readings include aura and astrology readings. Aura readings
usually require psychics to read energy sphere existing around a person. This energy field indicates various
features about personality of a person such as strengths and weaknesses. Astrology Readings are all about
making psychic predictions based upon various sings of stars and planets. Modern Psychic Readings These
days the truth behind free psychic readings are performed through video conferencing or calls through
internet. Modern technology has increased connectivity and thus provided new ways to communicate with
each other. This has enabled psychics to make readings of any person present in any part of the world.
However, it greatly depends upon psychic powers and skills of the person to make such distant readings. It
requires more energy and puts greater pressure on psychics, when they perform such readings. These can be
also performed over the phone and do not require a person to be present within the same room.
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The Truth About Dragons Published March 28, By Cosmic Coach Dragons are often relegated to the realm of
myth, but in my experience the energy of these beings can serve as an ally in our everyday life. Dragons in the
western tradition tend to have a bad rap. For example, in some Judeo-Christian theology, the dragon is
considered a symbol. When I first encountered this type of being in my own life I was taken aback. My roots
stem from the Judeo-Christian tradition and much of my training and personal evolution stems from this
background. In eastern cultures, dragons are looked upon in much the same way westerners consider angels.
These beings bring with them blessings, help, and unique power to facilitate change. Dragons are also
represented in the Biblical tradition as well, but they have a different name. Several years ago, I had my first
encounter with a dragon-like being. When I saw it I heard the word seraph, even though at the time I had little
familiarity with the term. I realized after this first encounter I had interacted with a seraph â€” one of the
classes of angels. People who deny the existence of dragons are often eaten by dragons. Le Guin In many
modern traditions the seraphim belong in a hierarchy that does not interact with humans, but contrary to this
popular belief, I have interacted with this seraphim for many years now. I do not have a name for the being,
nor does it present itself in the same was as my other spiritual guides. Often it will simply show up during my
meditation times. Each time it has appeared it has assisted me in facilitating major life changes. In my
experience, seraphim are no-nonsense creatures. Although their energy is gentle and kind, they come when it
is time for significant changes to occur. Seraphim purify our path. Their fire refines our ability to love more
effectively, and to overcome fear. Even though the seraphim have not yet come forth when I was consulting
with a client, I do believe that the gentle yet powerful energy of these helpful beings are available to all of us.
Many people come to me for a consultation because they are in search of a better, or more meaningful life.
Often times they desire to change within their circumstances or in their relationships. What they often fail to
realize is that change in this life is only facilitated by our willingness to change. We cannot change anyone
else, but we can change ourselves. If you are seeking a more meaningful and fulfilling life, it is crucial that
you recognize that this is only available through your own capacity and willingness to change. Your love, joy,
and peace is not a condition of your circumstances or relationships. Love, joy, and peace are inner qualities of
life. If you desire to facilitate such changes, I would recommend two things. First, you must release the past
and forgive everyone. All of us have been hurt, and some of us have certainly been hurt more than others.
However, when we hold on to our past pain through anger and resentment, we relive our painful experiences
again and again. Forgiveness is the avenue on which miracles arrive in our lives. I held on to resentments and
pain, mainly because I did not know how to forgive. I also could not see beyond my own anger. I did not
recognize the intrinsic value forgiveness offered. Even though I grew up in a tradition that focused a lot of
attention on forgiveness, there was also a lot of gossiping and complaining in these environments as well. If
forgiveness was truly modeled to me when I was young, I missed that lesson. Thankfully it is never too late to
forgive. It may take time, or it may take no time at all. It will take as long as it takes, but I guarantee that if
you express your willingness whatever you need to accomplish your intention will eventually come into your
experience. The second recommendation is quite simple, be willing to change. We have cycled within our
planetary weather patterns, cycles within our society, and cycles in our own personal lives. When we put the
intention forward that we are willing to change we become an active participant in the process of change and
evolution in our own lives. You are not the victim of circumstance. However, to experience a positive change
in life, it is crucial that you are an active participant in that change. When we align our willingness with the
creative force of the universe all possibilities can open up for our lives. Support can come from every level,
from spiritual to relational. Who knows, you may even become a participant in the tales of the dragons.
Cosmic Coach Cosmic Coach James has mastered many techniques in his psychic practice to connect with the
unique heart center of each of his clients. He is a Reiki Master of many traditions, who is adept at crystal
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healing, card readings, and delivering detailed messages from Angels and Guides. A Christian Minister, a
teacher and an Energy Guide, living in Michigan, James is always expanding the base of his knowledge to
broaden his reach and serve as many clients as possible. To experience a unique reading personally designed
for you, you can find Cosmic Coach at PsychicAccess.
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If not, what is behind this phenomenon? If so, are they the departed souls of human beings? Can the living
speak to the dead? What about astrology, tarot cards, palm readers and other sources of divination? Real or
imagined, is there a connection between all of these phenomenon? Leaders and organizers of the event
enthused us with the open forum announcement that we, the New Age people, would spearhead the transition
from the old Piscean Age into the new Aquarian Age by influencing society world-wide at every level with the
New Age message: Who would not be attracted to that message? And who, thirty-three years later, can deny
the influence that the New Age message has had and continues to have, especially in America and the western
world This message, we were told, would infiltrate all forms of media, education, science, commerce, politics,
and religion, including the Christian religion typically seen as the only religion antithetical toward the New
Age movement. An entire generation of children would be powerfully influenced by the New Age message
from birth through mature adulthood, and it would be this generation that would experience the fulfillment of
the Aquarian Age. Uri Geller, the famous Israeli psychic, told us that the New Age would be ushered in
through a crucible of change during which the entire world would experience unprecedented conflict and
disaster. It was advertised as a psychological exercise to enhance creativity, and, after the initial orientation,
each person was told to bring a small offering of fruit or flowers to place on an altar under the photograph of
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. Our instructors told us that this was not a religious exercise but a traditional form of
acknowledging and thanking the guru for the knowledge imparted to us in addition to the fee, of course. After
placing the gift on the altar each individual received a secret mantra, a Sanskrit phrase, which was not
translated for us, that we were to repeat in private over and over with our eyes closed to induce the
meditational state of transcendent awareness. Within a week of beginning this practice my former wife and I
were experiencing telepathic thought transference, including visual images. We crowded around as I opened
the letter, and it was verbatim what I had dreamed, including the specific project number. To be closer to my
field research we moved into a large farmhouse with three other couples in the northwest of Tasmania, a farm
commune of sorts, with a geodesic dome greenhouse, a ten acre onion field for our cash crop, and a vegetable
garden for our own consumption. The chink in my mental armor widened again one night when I woke up to
experience a strange vision in which I saw a Mayan sorcerer in full, brightly feathered regalia with strange
symbols floating around in the background. This vision frightened me, and I did not know what to think about
it. They taught us how to ask and receive guidance from the angelic hierarchy or guardian angels each of us
had. The way it works is quite simple. If I have opened the doors to demonic connections in my spirit then I
have a direct demonic connection to anyone else connected in the same way. The sorcerer in Melbourne then
reported how many horses, how many white men, how many camels, how many camel drivers, etc. They
recorded the information, but it was not confirmed until the British authorities in Melbourne received a report
from the exploration party months later. What this couple witnessed was the old man in his turban sitting in
front of a large clay pot filled with rope while his assistant, a young boy, sat beside him. As the old man
rocked back and forth chanting, the rope began to uncoil and stretch out skyward. When the rope was at its full
length the young boy climbed the rope, and then he climbed back down. The rope then fell neatly back into the
clay pot. The couple then interviewed as many of those in the astonished audience as they could, and everyone
in the audience saw exactly the same thing. All psychic powers, mediumship, and divination work in the same
way. In one case I willed in a trance state to go into the microscopic level of a leaf I was holding in my hand,
and the demons transported me there with the same ease that I had in willing myself to visit a certain house or
a certain person. As for mediums communicating with the dead, apart from the hucksters who pretend
mediumship for gain, the communications are real, but the communications are with a familiar spirit demon
who knows and is familiar with the life of the departed. Demons do not have omniscience. Any dreams they
project to men about the future beyond their immediate knowledge are speculative. But, by comparison, the
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prophetic dreams given to Christian believers by God are from an omniscient source. All false scripture from
the Bhagavad-Gita to the Book of Mormon have been introduced in exactly this way. And it is all for the same
purpose. Their answers seemed gentle and wise, and various members of the group bore witness about how the
advice given to them through the medium had worked out. A well known Abilene astrologer known to
everyone in the group did our charts and horoscopes, and we had personal hand reading sessions with her. I
was particularly impressed when she revealed something about me that no one knew about. Each of us, it
seemed, had begun our lives, at least through high school, as nominal practicing Christians. And nothing could
be less appetizing to those who hunger after God than a lukewarm religion. How could we guess that we were
partially right about the mediocrity and lifelessness of much of the modern Christian church but completely
wrong about the source of the marvelous spiritual power we were experiencing? This change would occur as a
change in world spiritual consciousness, which we would help bring about. But something went terribly
wrong. My ex-wife began to hear voices. And when I refused to support and participate in her deepening
confusion, she divorced me. Although I drew back from my occult associations, I was still convinced that I
was on the path of illumination, and I identified so strongly with the New Age Movement that I attended the
first World Congress of the New Age Movement in Anaheim, California as I have reported in the opening
paragraphs of this article. As a New Ager I believed that Jesus Christ was one of many Avatars world saviors
or perfected beings who incarnate from time to time to guide us through the process of spiritual awakening. I
should have been able to distinguish the signs as many of the seekers I knew began to experience incredible
social, psychological and spiritual wreckage in their lives. However, I stubbornly believed that it was a matter
of maintaining balance and awareness along the narrow path of illumination, a path that was often dangerous,
perhaps even treacherous. Fortunately for me I met and married a beautiful Christian lady named Peggy.
Undaunted by the strength and resolution of my convictions, Peggy and her friends prayed for me and urged
me to attend church with her. I resented their efforts, because I held Christians in contempt, especially
Southern Baptist Christians. But I finally attended Sunday school as much for the opportunity to debate with
shallow-minded Christians as to please her. For the word of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing,
but to us who are being saved it is the power of God. I was too rich in spiritual pride and too wise in the
profound knowledge of the so-called deeper things of Satan to give in easily. And I resisted the Spirit of truth
with all my might, but the outcome was never in doubt with God. Through a miraculous circumstance the
leadership of our church allowed me to chaperone the youth to the Baptist Encampment at Lueders, Texas. For
by grace you are saved through faith; and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God â€” not of works, lest any
man should boast. The voice of the Universal Mind was as gentle and wise as ever, but the Holy Spirit
prompted me to ask one particular question. Instead, all I felt was a heavy, dark spirit of confusion and doubt.
The one I had known as god was Satan himself, the god of this age, prince of the powers of the air, disguised
as an angel of light, who would deceive the very elect if that be possible. Therefore it is not surprising if his
servantsâ€¦ deceived men, not demons â€¦also disguise themselves as servants of righteousness, who end will
be according to their deeds. But the Lord rescued me to become a witness against Satan and a witness to the
truth. Part Two â€” The Ultimate Conman Exposed In the church we belonged to after my regeneration
experience no one had experience with discipling new believers delivered from demonic bondage or needing
to be deliverance from demonic bondage. They knew it was possible, because they read about it in the book of
Acts, but they had never witnessed such a thing. If you love me, obey my commands. But if You wake me up I
will get up. My wife and I remained in a Southern Baptist Church, because she was comfortable there and our
Christian friends were there, but I was not limited by the cessationist teaching of that denomination the
teaching that some of the gifts of the Spirit are no longer present in the church. I had, after all, experienced the
spiritual powers of Satan. Why would I, then, doubt that the Lord could and would manifest His power in and
through born again believers? She said that she and her husband were experiencing a problem that her husband
refused to go to the pastor about. While her husband was still in high school a female ghost began to appear to
him, and it even threw furniture around i. When he told his parents about the ghost they took him to their
pastor, and the pastor, not believing in ghosts although ghosts are identified in the Bible recommended that the
young man undergo psychiatric evaluation. Later, after he was married, and their second child was born, he
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began to attend church with his wife. Soon afterwards the same ghost, appearing in familiar female form,
came to both of them at the same time, and, in spite of their prayers, it continued to appear to both of them,
especially when they were praying or studying the Bible together. As she told me her story with tears running
down her face I asked her if they had approached the pastor. Not only was the ghost appearing regularly to
them, but their children were suffering from night terrors in the form of vicious wolves. I told her that if her
husband agreed to it I would come visit them. I was in prayer just before time to go to their house when a
heavy spiritual weight came over me. I fell back on the bed, unable to move, and all I could do was say the
name of Jesus over and over. When the spiritual weight lifted, I came up off my bed with the joy of the Lord
rising up inside me, which is always a sign of His presence and power in a situation. On the way to their house
I sang praises at the top of my voice, and, if anyone had seen me, they would have thought I was stark, raving
mad or high on drugs or both. The young couple, burdened with extreme distress and despair must have
thought it completely inappropriate when I appeared at their door with a broad grin on my face and the light of
joy in my eyes. In the name of Jesus, be gone from this house, Satan. The Lord Himself was there, and,
according to my faith, it was done. I did spend time afterward instructing them concerning who they were in
Christ and the authority that was theirs in His name, and they joined my Sunday School class and our home
Bible study and prayer group. So who are you gonna call? They would be out of business like the owners of
the fortune-telling slave girl with a demon spirit of divination who followed Paul and Silas around Philippi.
When Paul cast the demon out of the girl she could no longer tell fortunes, and her owners had Paul and Silas
thrown in prison. In that instance what the girl spoke as she followed them around was the truth. Paul and
Silas would eventually leave Philippi, and the girl would have authority with the people of Philippi because of
her association with Paul and Silas. But, again, the Spirit of the Lord was with them, and, while they sang
hymns and praises, an earthquake opened the prison doors. The jailer in charge of the prison saw the opened
doors and thought all the prisoners had escaped. In shock, he drew his sword and was about to kill himself
when Paul stopped him and told him that none of the prisoners left even though the gates were opened. Satan
is a deceiver and an expert con artist, but the truth of God trumps the lies of the devil. Demons, being fallen
angelic beings, have the same spiritual powers they had before they fell, but they no longer have authority in
the kingdom of God. Their powers include the ability to travel instantaneously to anyplace in the physical
creation, instantaneous communication with one another, the ability to manipulate matter, the ability to cause
or cure sickness and disease, the ability to invade human consciousness with thoughts, visions, and dreams,
and the ability to manifest in various forms i.
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Summary. Open yourself to the powerful reality of psychic phenomena. Written by a leading expert, The Truth About
Psychic Powers lays bare the facts in a straightforward, objective, and provocative light.

A psychic always reads your mind. Thus, some things such as face reading and intuition become automatic,
but psychics usually tune into it for a short period of time and only when needed. A psychic reader knows
everything about the person. Psychic is not the same as omniscient! In particular, Hinduism and the
Abrahamic religions Judaism, Christianity, and Islam believe that there is a divine being who is omniscient. In
some cases, when an individual also called a seeker or sitter only wishes to be read, the physic sees general
information that they interpret into common or certain insights for the person. The quality of the insight
depends on the question as well as openness of the person to the reader. Some readers consider if the reading
will benefit the person. If yes and it does not violate the code, then they will tell them and give them advice on
how they can improve a tough situation. Psychic readers are scammers. There are scammers in all occupations
- Scamming lawyers, scamming doctors, scamming accountants, scamming IT professionals etc. To drive
scam artists away, take ownership over your life. Some readers re-direct vulnerable people to crisis centers
and other kinds of help. Psychic readers often employ cold reading techniques and are fakes. Often,
professional readers can read clothing and hair styles, body language and facial expression as they are
genuinely interested in knowing, observing and understanding other people. Cold reading is frequently used
separately or together with other reading tools such as palm, tarot and astrology. Everyday people also use
cold reading methods in everyday transactions with other individuals without paying a lot of attention to it.
These techniques help individuals establish relationships as well as get along with other people. Fake psychic
readers use these techniques to deliberately deceive others. Psychics are not real unless they can provide a
reading without questions being asked. Psychics might pick up random facts about an individual, but they
normally need a concentrated effort to read a person. Also, that person should open himself up to the psychic
reading. This is just a waste of time. However, one thing that people should keep in mind is that readers and
psychics are basically interpreters. They get information and interpret it into something practical and
meaningful in order for the seeker to understand and relate to the response. Every reader is a psychic. On the
other hand, every psychic is a reader. Being a psychic means a person has keen senses beyond the average.
Psychics use tools such as Clairvoyance sight , Clairaugustance tasting or smelling , Clairaudience hearing ,
Claircognizance knowing and Clairsentience feeling. They connect to the universal mind, pick up information
and interpret the result. On the other hand, readers learn a system, pick up information and interpret the result.
Psychic readers should not charge money for their services as it is spiritual and is a gift. Professional readers
provide an important service that other people can benefit from. While their ability may be a gift, lots of
people have gifts such as artists, psychologists, athletes, builders and actors. As everyone lives in a place that
requires them to use money in order to survive, they need to earn a living and using their gifts is one of the
best ways to do this. Professional readers also need to earn money to meet their needs. All readers or psychics
know the past, present as well as future. Not all readers or psychics have the same interest or ability.
Pre-cognition future , retro-cognition past and cognition present are areas that a reader or psychic may focus
on. However, it depends on their interest and ability as to how fine they can do so in these areas. A psychic
reading is set in stone. Most professional readers believe in the combination of destiny and freewill. Freewill
gives you the freedom to do what you want and change what you wish to change. Destiny, on the other hand,
is something that just occurs to you and there is no way of changing it. A reader is similar to any other
forecaster. However, intervention or freewill can affect the prediction. This only means that no reader is
accurate all the time. Psychic readings are only intended for divination fortune telling. Psychic readings can be
used for seeing options, strategizing, healing, personality analysis, mediation and arbitration, past lives
analysis, an objective viewpoint, Mediumship, meditation, dream manifestation, expanding experience,
psychic or intuitive development, making choices, planning, brainstorming and idea generation, dream
analysis, career and work counseling, story development, love and relationship diagnosis, counseling,
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consulting services, understanding society, situations, people and self or as an economical short term option to
unlicensed coaching. Readers are aged, grey haired, ugly women who do their reading in dim and mysterious
house spaces or living rooms that have plenty of old and strange things displayed. They have a crystal ball or
odd picture cards that their long fingers as well as painted fingernails hold. Although this kind of readers exist,
modern readers often have an office or use instant message, snail mail, email or phone when reading for a
person during a personal session. Readers also look like the everyday normal people. They can be socially
beautiful, vivacious, trendy looking, young, a sports mom or a man. Some readers make sure to add
excitement to an occasion. Testing psychics will confirm their accuracy. Psychics are not invincible
paranormal beings and when they give a reading, it is an energy exchange â€” a give and take act. Psychics
want to give seekers important insights that leave them feeling great. Providing false data can confuse them
and get them nervous that can leave a negative vibe. It is a poor way of testing a psychic who really wants to
help others. Some psychics are focused on giving entertainment, but they still follow etiquette when
performing a special event reading. Testing psychics can negatively affect the vibe of an event, particularly
those events that require an uplifting and positive vibe.
Chapter 5 : The Truth About Psychic Hotlines Video - ABC News
The Truth About Psychic Ability. likes. The Truth About Psychic Ability: From A Bibical Perspective. COMING SOON!!!
Book, The Truth About Psychic Powers.

Chapter 6 : The Real Truth about Psychic Readings
The Real Truth about Psychic Readings False: A psychic always reads your mind. True: Psychic readers can get an
indication of what's on your mind if we focus our intent on doing so but if we did that with every person all the time, we
would become tired and need mental health assistance!

Chapter 7 : Beacon Truth | Compassionate, Professional & Ethical Spiritual Advisors
Psychic Scam Alerts: Complaints, Reviews, Guides, and the Truth about Psychics If you've spent any amount of time
searching for psychics, you know that there are hundreds of fake psychics advertising their services.

Chapter 8 : The Shocking Truth About UFOâ€™s, Ghosts and Psychic Powers by Jim Sayles
In this article we are going to take a look at the old age question in paranormal and scientific circles alike - " are psychic
powers real and if so, what does that mean for the human race going forward?".
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Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.
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